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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FEBRUARY 16, 2021 

KGM Technologies Named an Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series 

Jackson, TN – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated to the 

promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is proud to welcome KGM Technologies as an 

Affiliate Sponsor of the 2021 Precision Rifle Series Season. 

“We are extremely excited to partner with KGM Technologies as an Affiliate Sponsor for the 2021 season and we are 

enthusiastic about their commitment to the sport of precision rifle shooting,” said Shannon Kay, Director of the PRS.  “KGM 

is owned and operated by United States veterans who have proudly served our great country and we are honored to work 

alongside them in the coming season.” 

KGM Technologies, out of Norcross Georgia, represents 40+ years of experience in R&D, manufacturing, and material science 

innovation. KGM employs several PRS shooters and has a special interest in seeing our shooters perform at the top of their 

game. The team at KGM has taken firing lines by storm with their accurate, zero flash recoil reduced suppressors.  KGM’s 

Rogue Series Suppressors are designed to maintain accuracy allowing for every projectile fired to have an even dispersion of 

pressure, which is essential to competing in PRS events.  

“KGM Technologies prides itself on our tenured staff of veterans, engineers, firearms competitors, developers, and industry 

professionals. Thus, being able to provide organizations with personalized solutions ranging from the simplest of 

requirements up to large scale projects. Currently KGM Technologies has ongoing R&D projects with the DOD (Department 

of Defense), SOCOM, and other Government Agencies” said KGM founder Kyle Grob. 

KGM technologies has generously placed over $100,000 dollars in gift certificates for KGM suppressors on Pro Series prize 

tables. During 2021 Precision Rifle Series season keep an eye out for KGM sponsored shooters Adam Pini and Scott 

Radebaugh, who will competing at several Pro, Regional and the AG Cup Series matches. They will be onsite offering PRS 

competitors and enthusiasts the ability to experience KGM suppressors and other products firsthand, please be sure to thank 

them for their support! 

The PRS also looks forward to working with the team of KGM Technologies to successfully leverage the partnership to 

directly support membership, elevate national pro series competitions, and grow the sport. The PRS will host 45 of the most 

renowned national level precision rifle competitions in the nation, with the 2021 PRS Finale taking place November 6th-7th 

hosted at The NRA Whittington Center in Raton, New Mexico, where KGM will be sponsoring the event. 

For more information on the Precision Rifle Series, visit: https://www.precisionrifleseries.com/   

To learn more about KGM Technologies, https://kgm-tech.com/ 

About KGM Technologies: 

KGM Technologies is an 07/02 FFL service-disabled veteran owned leading-edge technology and manufacturing company. We 

specialize in developing small arms sound suppressors, advanced weapon systems, material surface and coating technologies, 

exotic materials, as well as OEM manufacturing. We pride ourselves on having an innovative research & development team led 

by our Founder/CTO Kyle Grob. Our CEO, Richard Cope, is a retired US Marine Corps Officer that has overseen billions of 

dollars of government contracts throughout his career. 
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